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INTRODUCTION
The current explosion of data and information, which are mainly caused by the continuous
adoption of data warehouses and the extensive use of the Internet and its related technologies, has
increased the urgent need for the development of techniques for intelligent data analysis. Data
mining, which concerns the discovery and extraction of knowledge chunks from large data
repositories, addresses this need. Data mining automates the discovery of hidden patterns and
relationships that may not always be obvious. Data mining tools include classification techniques
(such as decision trees, rule induction programs and neural networks) (Kou et al., 2007); clustering
algorithms and association rule approaches, amongst others.
Data mining has been fruitfully used in many of domains, including marketing, medicine,
finance, engineering and bioinformatics. There still are, however, a number of factors that militate
against the widespread adoption and use of this new technology.

This is mainly due to the fact that

the results of many data mining techniques are often difficult to understand. For example, the
results of a data mining effort producing 300 pages of rules will be difficult to analyze. The visual
representation of the knowledge embedded in such rules will help to heighten the comprehensibility
of the results. The visualization of the data itself, as well as the data mining process should go a
long way towards increasing the user's understanding of and faith in the data mining process. That
is, data and information visualization provide users with the ability to obtain new insights into the
knowledge, as discovered from large repositories.

This paper describes a number of important visual data mining issues and introduces
techniques employed to improve the understandability of the results of data mining. Firstly, the
visualization of data prior to, and during, data mining is addressed. Through data visualization, the
quality of the data can be assessed throughout the knowledge discovery process, which includes
data preprocessing, data mining and reporting. We also discuss information visualization, i.e. how
the knowledge, as discovered by a data mining tool, may be visualized throughout the data mining
process. This aspect includes visualization of the results of data mining as well as the learning
process. In addition, the paper shows how virtual reality and collaborative virtual environments
may be used to obtain an immersive perspective of the data and the data mining process as well as
how visual data mining can be used to directly mine functionality with specific applications in the
emerging field of proteomics.

BACKGROUND
Human beings intuitively search for novel features, patterns, trends, outliers and
relationships in data (Han and Kamber, 2006). Through visualizing the data and the concept
descriptions obtained (e.g. in the form of rules), a qualitative overview of large and complex data
sets can be obtained. In addition, data and rule visualization can assist in identifying regions of
interest and appropriate parameters for more focused quantitative analysis. The user can thus get a
"rough feeling" of the quality of the data, in terms of its correctness, adequacy, completeness,
relevance, etc. The use of data and rule visualization thus greatly expands the range of models that
can be understood by the user, thereby easing the so-called "accuracy versus understandability"
tradeoff (Valdes and Barton, 2007).
Data mining techniques construct a model of the data through repetitive calculation to find
statistically significant relationships within the data. However, the human visual perception system

can detect patterns within the data that are unknown to a data mining tool. This combination of the
various strengths of the human visual system and data mining tools may subsequently lead to the
discovery of novel insights and the improvement of the human’s perspective of the problem at hand.
Visual data mining harnesses the power of the human vision system, making it an effective tool to
comprehend data distribution, patterns, clusters and outliers in data (Blanchard et al., 2007).
Visual data mining is currently an active area of research. Examples of related commercial
data mining packages include the MultiMediaMiner data mining system, See5 which forms part of
the RuleQuest suite of data mining tools, Clementine developed by Integral Solutions Ltd (ISL),
Enterprise Miner developed by SAS Institute, Intelligent Miner produced by IBM, and various
other tools. Neural network tools such as NeuroSolutions and SNNS and Bayesian network tools
including Hugin, TETRAD, and Bayesware Discoverer, also incorporates extensive visualization
facilities. Examples of related research projects and visualization approaches include MLC++,
WEKA, AlgorithmMatrix, C4.5/See5 and NCBI GEO amongst others (Barret et al., 2007).
Visual data mining integrates data visualization and data mining and is closely related to
computer graphics, multimedia systems, human computer interfaces, pattern recognition and high
performance computing.

DATA AND INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
Data Visualization
Data visualization provides a powerful mechanism to aid the user during both data
preprocessing and the actual data mining. Through the visualization of the original data, the user
can browse to get a “feel” for the properties of that data. For example, large samples can be
visualized and analyzed (Barret et al., 2007). In particular, visualization may be used for outlier
detection, which highlights surprises in the data, i.e. data instances that do not comply with the

general behavior or model of the data (Sun et al., 2007). In addition, the user is aided in selecting
the appropriate data through a visual interface. Data transformation is an important data
preprocessing step. During data transformation, visualizing the data can help the user to ensure the
correctness of the transformation. That is, the user may determine whether the two views (original
versus transformed) of the data are equivalent. Visualization may also be used to assist users when
integrating data sources, assisting them to see relationships within the different formats.
Data visualization techniques are classified in respect of three aspects. Firstly, their focus,
i.e. symbolic versus geometric; secondly their stimulus (2D versus 3D); and lastly, their display
(static or dynamic). In addition, data in a data repository can be viewed as different levels of
granularity or abstraction, or as different combinations of attributes or dimensions. The data can be
presented in various visual formats, including box plots, scatter plots, 3D-cubes, data distribution
charts, curves, volume visualization, surfaces or link graphs, amongst others (Gardia-Osorio and
Fyfe, 2008).
For instance, 3D-cubes are used in relationship diagrams, where the data are compared as
totals of different categories. In surface charts, the data points are visualized by drawing a line
between them. The area defined by the line, together with the lower portion of the chart, is
subsequently filled. Link or line graphs display the relationships between data points through fitting
a connecting line (Guo et al., 2007). They are normally used for 2D data where the X value is not
repeated.
Advanced visualization techniques may greatly expand the range of models that can be
understood by domain experts, thereby easing the so-called accuracy-versus-understandability
trade-off. However, due to the so-called "curse of dimensionality", which refers to the problems
associated with working with numerous dimensions, highly accurate models are usually less
understandable, and vice versa. In a data mining system, the aim of data visualization is to obtain an

initial understanding of the data and the quality thereof. The actual accurate assessment of the data
and the discovery of new knowledge are the tasks of the data mining tools. Therefore, the visual
display should preferably be highly understandable, possibly at the cost of accuracy.
The use of one or more of the above-mentioned data visualization techniques thus helps the
user to obtain an initial model of the data, in order to detect possible outliers and to obtain an
intuitive assessment of the quality of the data used for data mining. The visualization of the data
mining process and results is discussed next.

Information Visualization
It is crucial to be aware of what users require for exploring data sets, small and large. The
driving force behind visualizing data mining models can be broken down into two key areas,
namely understanding and trust. Understanding means more than just comprehension; it also
involves context. If the user can understand what has been discovered in the context of the business
issue, he will trust the data and the underlying model and thus put it to use. Visualizing a model
also allows a user to discuss and explain the logic behind the model to others. In this way, the
overall trust in the model increases and subsequent actions taken as a result are justifiable
(Blanchard et al., 2007). Visualization thus aids us to determine whether the data mining process is
of high economic utility, i.e. it is adding value especially when considering large-scale real-world
data mining projects (Hilderman, 2006).
The art of information visualization can be seen as the combination of three well defined and
understood disciplines, namely cognitive science, graphics art and information graphics. A number
of important factors have to be kept in mind when visualizing both the execution of the data mining
algorithm (process visualization), e.g. the construction of a decision tree, and displaying the results
thereof (result visualization). The visualization approach should provide an easy understanding of

the domain knowledge, explore visual parameters and produce useful outputs. Salient features
should be encoded graphically and the interactive process should prove useful to the user (JankunKelly et al., 2007).
The format of knowledge extracted during the mining process depends on the type of data
mining task and its complexity. Examples include classification rules, association rules, temporal
sequences, casual graphs and tail trees (Klemela, 2007). Visualization of these data mining results
involves the presentation of the results or knowledge obtained from data mining in visual forms,
such as decision trees, association rules, clusters, outliers and generalized rules (Hruschka et al.,
2007). For example, the Silicon Graphics (SGI) MineSet (MLC++) and the Blue Martini Software
toolsets use connectivity diagrams to visualize decision trees, and simple Bayesian and decision
table classifiers (Erbacher and Teerling, 2006). Other examples include the Iris Explorer system
that offers techniques ranging from simple graphs to multidimensional animation (NAG, 2007); and
SpectraMiner, an interactive data mining and visualization software for single particle mass
spectroscopy (Zelenyuk et. al., 2006).

Visual Data Mining and Virtual Reality
Three-dimensional visualization has the potential to show far more information than twodimensional visualization, while retaining its simplicity. This visualization technique quickly
reveals the quantity and relative strength of relationships between elements, helping to focus
attention on important data entities and rules. It therefore aids both the data preprocessing and data
mining processes.
Many techniques are available to visualize data in three dimensions. For example, it is very
common to represent data by glyphs. A glyph can be defined as a three-dimensional object suitable

for representing data or subsets of data. The object is chosen in order to facilitate both the
visualization and the data mining process. The glyph must be self-explanatory and unambiguous.
Three-dimensional visualization can be made more efficient by the use of virtual reality
(VR). A virtual environment (VE) is a three-dimensional environment characterized by the fact that
it is immersive, interactive, illustrative and intuitive. The fact that the environment is immersive is
of great importance in data mining. In traditional visualization, the human subject looks at the data
from outside, while in a VR environment the user is part of the data world. This means that the user
can utilize all his senses in order to navigate and understand the data. This also implies that the
representation is more intuitive. VR is particularly well adapted to representing the scale and the
topology of various sets of data. That becomes even more evident when stereo visualization is
utilized, since stereo vision allows the analyst to have a real depth perception.

This depth

perception is important in order to estimate the relative distances and scales between the glyphs.
Such estimation can be difficult without stereo vision if the scene does not correspond to the
paradigms our brain is used to processing. In certain cases, the depth perception can be enhanced
by the use of metaphors.
In addition, we mention some non standard visualization techniques; for example iconic
displays, dense pixel displays and stacked displays (Keim, 2002). The iconic display maps the
attributes of a multidimensional data set to the features or parameters of an iconic representation
e.g. color icons, sick figure icons and star icons. A dense pixel display maps each dimension value
to a colored pixel and groups the pixels belonging to each dimensions into adjacent areas. Stack
displays are utilized to represent data which have a hierarchical partition by embedding coordinate
systems inside each other.
Irrespectively of the representation chosen, the data exploration is more efficient by making
use of the interaction and distortion techniques. In the case of the interaction technique, one can

modify in real time the visualization scheme. Also, we may combine, relate and group various
visual elements in order to facilitate the exploration of the data. As of the case of the distortion
technique, it is based on the concept of multiresolution: a subset of the data is shown at high
resolution while others are shown at low level. Such a technique can be either manual or automatic
and is called, accordingly, interactive or dynamic.
Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs) can be considered as a major breakthrough in
data mining (Jamieson et al., 2007). By analogy, they can be considered as the equivalent of
collaborative agents in visualization. Traditionally, one or more analysts perform visualization at a
unique site. This operational model does not reflect the fact that many enterprises are distributed
worldwide and so are their operations, data and specialists. It is consequently impossible for those
enterprises to centralize all their data mining operations in a single center. Not only must they
collaborate on the data mining process, which can be carried out automatically to a certain extent by
distributed and collaborative agents, but they must also collaborate on the visualization and the
visual data mining aspects.

FUTURE TRENDS
Visual Data Mining and Proteomics; when Visual Appearance Becomes Functionality
Visual data mining is not limited to data visualization per se. In some specific cases, the
visual appearance of the data is related to their effective functionality and visual data mining
becomes synonym of function mining; a highly attractive feature for many practical applications. In
this section, such an approach is applied to the emerging field of proteomics and computer aided
drug design.
Protein function analysis is an important research issue in molecular biology, bioinformatics
and pharmaceutics. A protein’s function is often dependent on the shape (visual appearance) and

physical properties of the so-called active sites (local subparts) of the molecular surface. Current
research suggests that, if two proteins have similar active sites, the function of the two proteins may
be closely related. This observation is of importance for many reasons.
Consider a protein which has shown to be successful in a prescription drug developed to
treat a terminal illness.

However, this protein has serious contra-indications and causes severe

adverse effects in a certain subset of the population. Suppose a protein with similar visual structure
and functionality, but without these serious adverse effects, can be found.

The subsequent

modification of the harmful drug has obvious benefits.

Figure 1: The CAPRI Visual Data Mining System for Proteins

For instance, the Content-based Analysis of Protein Structure for Retrieval and Indexing
(CAPRI) visual data mining system addresses this issue (Paquet and Viktor, 2007). CAPRI is able
to utilize the 3D structure of a protein, in order to find the k most similar structures.

The results against more than 26,000 protein structures as contained in the Protein Data
Bank show that the system is able to accurately and efficiently retrieve similar protein structures
with a very high precision-recall rate. For instance, figure 1 shows the retrieval of visually similar
proteins based on their 3D shape. All proteins shown belong to the same family. Through the use
of the CAPRI system, domain experts are able to find similar protein structures, using a “query by
prototype” approach. In this way, they are aided in the task of labeling new structures effectively,
finding the families of existing proteins, identifying mutations and unexpected evolutions.
The main benefit of 3D structural indexing is that the protein functionality is related to its
3D shape.

3D shape indexing is a natural way to index the functionality with all the foreseen

applications in bioinformatics, genomic, as well as for the pharmaceutical industry.

CONCLUSIONS
The ability to visualize the results of a data mining effort aids the user to understand and
trust the knowledge embedded in it. Data and information visualization provide the user with the
ability to get an intuitive "feel" for the data and the results, e.g. in the form of rules, that is being
created. This ability can be fruitfully used in many business areas, for example for fraud detection,
diagnosis in medical domains and credit screening, amongst others.
Finally, the direct mining of visual information looks very promising in proteomics for the
design of new drugs with fewer side effects.
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Collaborative virtual environment. An environment that actively supports human-human
communication in addition to human-machine communication and which uses a virtual environment
as the user interface.
Curse of dimensionality. The problems associated with information overload, when the number of
dimensions is too high to visualize.
Data visualization. The visualization of the data set through the use of a techniques such as scatter
plots, 3D cubes, link graphs and surface charts.
Glyph. A three-dimensional object suitable for representing data or subsets of data.
Multimedia data mining. The application of data mining to data sets consisting of multimedia
data, such as 2D images, 3D objects, video and audio. Multimedia data can be viewed as integral
data records, which consist of relational data together with diverse multimedia content.
Visualization. The graphical expression of data or information.
Visual data mining. The integration of data visualization and data mining. Visual data mining is
closely related to computer graphics, multimedia systems, human computer interfaces, pattern
recognition and high performance computing.

